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June 30, 1987

Ni fbbFR50.73(a)(2)(iv)

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Reference: Facility Operating License No. DPR-21
Docket No. 50-423
Licensee Event Report 50-423/87-027-00

Gentlemen:

This letter forwards the Licensee Event Report 87-027-00 required to be
submitted within thirty (30) days pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), any
event or condition that resulted in an automatic actuation of an
Engineered Safety Feature.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY
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$ '

GML-
S ephen . Scace

Station Superintendent
Millstone Nuclear Power Station

SES/RNK:cjh

Attachment: LER 87-027-00

cc: W. T. Russell, Region I
i J. T. Shedlosky, Senior Resident Inspector
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At 1323 on June 5,1987, with the plant at 100% power, the normal supply breaker )
to train "A" vital bus 34C was tripped open. The main steam isolation valves
immediately closed on loss of 120VAC to their solenoid test control circuitry. A
reactor trip followed on low-low steam generator levels, which signaled a turbine
trip. A train "A" loss of power signal was generated, the emergency diesel
generator started and successfully energized vital loads. The main steam
atmospheric relief valves and steam generator code safeties opened as designed.

A train "A" control building isolation, and train "A" and "B" feedwater isolation
resulted from the event.

The plant was in hot standby (Mode 3) by 1600 hours, June 5, 1987.

The cause of bus 34C trip was a result of personnel error, due to an operator i

dropping a racking motor onto the 4.16KV switchgear. '
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I. Description of Event

At 1323 on June 5, 1987, with the plant at 100% power, the normal supply
breaker to train "A" 4.16KV bus 34C was tripped open. The main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs) immediately closed on loss of 120VAC to their test
control circuitry, leading to a reactor trip on low-low steam generator level
(due to steam generator " shrink"). A turbine trip immediately followed, with
the main steam atmospheric pressure relieving valves and steam generator code
safeties opening as designed. |

1

The loss of voltage at bus 34C generated a loss of power (LOP) signal which
started the "A" emergency diesel generator (EDG). Af ter approximately ten ,

seconds, bus 34C was stripped of motor loads, the EDG output breaker closed |
energizing the bus, and all vital motor loads successfully sequenced on. {Train "B" vital 4.16KV bus 34D and non-vital busses 34A and 34B were not !

affected by this event.

The event resulted in a train "A" control building isolation (CBI) and a
train "A" and "B" feedwater isolation (FWI).

Concurrent with the loss of train "A" vital AC, non-vital 125VDC at battery
bus #6 was also lost. The battery bank was out of service at the time to
allow for jumpering of a cracked cell. Voltage on battery bus #6 was being
maintained by battery charger #6, which relies on power from a motor control
center fed from bus 34C. Therefore, when the AC was lost, battery bus #6
also went dead. Various non-vital instrumentation and control functions were
lost, and, although this placed an additional burden on the operators, it did'
not interfere with an orderly shutdown of the plant.

Also hindering control room operations was the fact that the plant process
computer was unavailable throughout the event. Nine minutes prior to the
reactor trip, the uninterruptable power supply from non-vital static
inverter #6 failed. Inverter #6 is dedicated solely to supply the plant
computer. Although the computer performs no vital control functions, it
provides data useful in analyzing the events occurring during the time period
bracketing the trip.

The plant reached hot standby (Mode 3) by 1600 hours, June 5,1987.

II. Cause of Event

The root cause of the event has been determined to be personnel error which
resulted in the "A" train loss of power.
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II. Cause of Event (Continued)

At the time of the event, a plant equipment operator was at bus 34C attempting
to rack down a 4.16KV breaker. He was experiencing problems making the
racking motor run while clipped into position, so he removed the motor from
its holder and attempted to start it while in hand. The motor did start,
momentarily startling the operator, causing him to drop it. The 30 pound
motor, attached to the switchgear cubicle by its power cord, swung into the
side panel causing the contacts of a relay mounted in the adjacent cubicle to
chatter. This in turn energized the bus 34C lockout relay, which not only
tripped the normal supply breaker to bus 340, but also prevented the transfer
to the alternate offsite power supply.

III. Analysis of ivent

All safety related equipment and systems performed exactly as designed. The
"A" train EDG started immediately upon receipt of the LOP signal, and after i

approximately ten seconds, reenergized bus 34C and successfully sequenced on
all safety related loads. Train "B" vital AC remained fully operable at all
times. This event did not put the plant in a condition outside of its design
basis. It is for these reasons that this event posed no threat to public
health or safety.

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), in
that an event occurred resulting in the automatic actuation of an Engineered
Safety Feature. The event was reported in accordance with
10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii).

IV. Corrective Action

The Operations Department has been directed not to perform any action in the
vicinity of the switchgear cubicles other than standard proceduralized
actions. It has been emphasized that portions of the switchgear cubicles are
very sensitive to forceful impact, and that all actions performed in the-
vicinity of the switchgear cubicles should be thoroughly thought out to
address the possibility of unexpected consequences. Access to the vicinity
of the switchgear cubicles has always been restricted to necessary personnel
only.

V. Additional Information i

On June 6, 1987 at 1116 hours, while returning the plant to power, the 'A'
MSIV failed to stroke on its train "B" signal surveillance test. The plant .

'was in Mode 1 at 1% power at the time. The plant was brought down in power
and into cold shutdown (Mode 5) by 1230, June 7, 1987.
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V. Additional Information (Continued)

The plant was.-brought to power. operation (Mode 1) at 1442 on June 10, 1987,
and to 100% power by 0218, June 12, 1987.

There have been no similar-incidents reported with the same root cause.

EIIS Codes

Systems Components

Emergency Onsite Power System - EK Bus - BU
,

Instrument and Uninterruptable Power AC Circuit Breaker - 52 1

System - EE Battery - BTRY
DC Power Supply - EI Isolation Valve - ISV
Main Steam System - SB Inverter'- INVT

Relay - 62

Component Vendors

General Electric, Switchgear - G080 ;

Gould, Batteries - G182
Solid State Controls, Inverters - S250
Sulzer, MSIVs - S450
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